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WINTER 2011



NSSLHA Newsletter Semi-Official Newsletter of the CSULA Chapter of the National Student Speech-Language Hearing Association



CSHA Convention to be held in Los Angeles Spring break is just around the corner and many are thinking of escaping the city and heading out of town. But with soaring gas prices and expensive hotel rooms, why not stay in town, make some connections, and learn some useful information about your future profession? This year’s CSHA (California Speech-Language Hearing Association) convention will be held at the Millennium Biltmore Hotel right here in Los Angeles from March 24 to the 27. This year’s convention boasts many distinguished and nationally recognized speakers including Dr. Todd Clements, Ron Gillam, Shelly von Berg, and Nina Reeves. There will also be numerous exhibits and recruiters from school districts such as Los Angeles, Burbank, Chula Vista, and San Bernardino among others. The convention’s exhibits include BRAIN Rehabilitation and Injury Network (BRAIN), Dynavox Mayer-Johnson, TaptoTalk, and Super Duper Publications, along with multiple other exciting and intriguing exhibitors. The convention, of course, also offers many different options that fulfill



continuing education licensure requirements (to keep in mind for post-graduation!). These options include one eight hour course by Dr. Michael Crary and Dr. Giselle Mann, seven six-hour workshops, thirty-two short courses, forty-one mini seminars, and eighteen poster sessions. These are all broken down into the categories of medical speech pathology, autism, voice/resonance/ fluency, professional issues, child language, diversity, hearing, assistive and augmentative devices, and topics of interest to students/SLPAs. With all of these choices and interesting topics anyone can tailor this convention to his/her specific needs and wants. It’s a great way to further familiarize one’s self with the field and make some potential connections for the future. You can register for the convention and get information on becoming a member of CSHA by visiting the website at http://www.csha.org/annualconvention.cfm and also by attending this month’s NSSHLA meeting featuring the president of CSHA, Diane Collins. Hope to see you there!



The King’s Speech: A Student’s Review As a graduate student on my way to becoming a speech-language pathologist, I was quite intrigued about a film that was set to highlight the relationship between a man and his speech therapist. The official film website gives a brief synopsis of the plot: After the death of his father King George V and the scandalous abdication of King Edward VIII, Bertie who has suffered from a debilitating speech impediment all his life, is suddenly crowned King George VI of England. With his country on the brink of war and in desperate need of a leader, his wife, Elizabeth, the future Queen Mother, arranges for her husband to see an eccentric speech therapist, Lionel Logue. After a rough start, the two delve into an unorthodox course of treatment and eventually form an unbreakable bond. With the support of Logue, his family, his government and Winston Churchill, the King will overcome his stammer and deliver a radio-address that inspires his people and unites them in battle (http://www.kingsspeech.com/about.html, 2011). Not only was I interested in seeing whether or not there was truth to the fluency techniques used in the film, but I was also very eager to see the effect that stuttering and treatment had on the life of Bertie. Some of the treatment seen in the film was aligned with what I have been taught; singing and masking were present in Logue’s therapy. Other forms of therapy used in the film I found to be unusual; cursing and dancing to increase flow. However, what I found to be more important than the treatment techniques shown was the portrayal of stuttering and its debilitating effect on a person’s life. There were many scenes that showed the heartbreak and anxiety that Bertie faced each time he had to speak and the pain he felt when treatment failed him. Firth believably showed the vulnerability and anger that a person who stutters may be feeling at some point during treatment (perhaps why he won the Oscar!). I also felt that the film gave insight into how much of an effect therapy can have on an individual and how much it can change their life. All in all, I highly recommend that communication disorders students watch the film to see this unique relationship and gain an awareness of the feelings that our patients that stutter may be facing.



PRAXIS Study Resources It’s never too early to start studying for the test that is essentially our rite of passage into the profession of Speech-Language Pathology (and hopefully the last standardized test we’ll ever have to take)! Great rewards follow a great score on the PRAXIS exam: the ASHA CCC’s, graduation from the graduate program, and the feeling of achievement. Here are some helpful links to jumpstart your studying: 



Overview of PRAXIS from the ETS, including an outline of test content and some sample test items: http://www.ets.org/Media/Tests/PRAXIS/pdf/0330.pdf







Overview of PRAXIS from ASHA, including logistics and study tips: http://www.asha.org/certification/praxis/







An iPhone app with sample test questions: http://nespaexam.com/product/display/iphone.php?i=1







Podcasts of lectures regarding PRAXIS topics: http://slppodcasting.com/index.php?cat=PraxisSLPexam







A Power Point presentation entitled “The Ins and Outs of the Praxis Exam: What You Should Know”: http://www.utdallas.edu/~lougeay/Praxisinformation.pdf



Upcoming NSSLHA events: March 14-17



Finals Week



March 24-27



CSHA Convention



April 12



Next NSSLHA Meeting



April 16



Survivor Symposium



April 23



Autism Walk



1. Go to www.walknowfora utismspeaks.org/fa f/ home/default.asp ?ievent=442586



Spotlight on the Field: Interview with a Medical SLP Ginny Nagy's journey into the field of speech-language pathology began after she received her B.A. from Duke University in Spanish Language and Literature. In her early 20's, she migrated westward to California in search of "a good opportunity to use my Spanish." Ms. Nagy's bilingualism earned her the position of Children's Service Worker though she had no background in social work. Going out with a team in response to complaints of child neglect or abuse, she got to know the children well and "noticed that a lot of the kids had speech and language problems." Once her interest was piqued, she started on a trajectory that we are all too familiar with—she began taking prerequisite courses equivalent to a post-baccalaureate program before becoming a graduate student at CSULA.



"I really enjoy the clients," Ms. Nagy muses. When asked to share a story about her patients, she told us that there have been some instances where aphasic patients make up "aphasic words" (neologisms) that are "really much better than the words we use." One patient tried to explain that his daughter was pregnant, and in a moment of anomia, exclaimed, "she's infanticipating!" Ms. Nagy's relationships with her patients have led to "some who've kept in touch over the years. That's gratifying to know that they've considered me an important part of their life."



Ms. Nagy has also explored other settings in the field of speech-language pathology. She ran a support group for stroke survivors sponsored by the City of Torrance's Recreation Department, in which meetings consisted of social Upon graduation, Ms. Nagy worked in acute rehabilitation at communication activities; the greatest challenge about White Memorial Medical Center in Los Angeles. She decided running a group was the variety in levels of functioning. to remain in the medical field because she found "brain When her children were growing up, Ms. Nagy also worked biopsies and going on rounds...very stimulating." She part-time at the Switzer School in Torrance (a school for relocated to the South Bay and has continuously been students with special needs) and in a private practice with employed by Little Company of Mary San Pedro Hospital for autistic children. She enjoys working with graduate students 30 years in acute rehab and as a clinic supervisor outpatient services, working because she finds it "fun Ginny Nagy, M.A., CCC-SLP is a medical mostly with stroke patients. to work with people who SLP at Little Company of Mary San Pedro One part of her job has been are learning and enthusiHospital . Her 34 years of experience in the devoted to home health, in astic. For me, it's a really field began immediately after her graduawhich she visits patients during nice contrast because I tion from the Communication Disorders the "interim between [hospital work a lot with people program at CSULA in 1976. She is currently discharge] and the time they who are older and not involved with the CSULA community as a return to out-patient." Her clinic supervisor for the Robert L. Douglass necessarily well." Her life Speech and Language Clinic on campus. favorite aspects are seeing the experiences can be patients in their home summed up in her environment because she decomment regarding the velops a better idea of how to make therapy functional for flexible nature of being an SLP: "this is a great profession; them, and working with the families endeavoring to care for because there are so many different settings, you can have a their loved ones impacted by stroke. "It's a hard job," she lot of experiences." says, "and it's nice to be able to support the families [through Ms. Nagy advises beginning clinicians to not be afraid to ask a difficult time]." questions, because there is a lot to learn from more experiMs. Nagy focuses on educating families on issues such as enced people in the field. She emphasizes that an SLP safety procedures and how to prepare food or liquids to cannot get frustrated too easily, because clients may not accommodate the patient's swallowing abilities. For patients progress dramatically. Ms. Nagy also asserts the importance who have cognitive deficits, her therapy sessions consist of of documentation for insurance purposes, especially in teaching the patient organizational strategies such as setting hospitals where computerized systems require reporting data up an appointment book, filling out forms, making grocery to be input that day—notes you take today cannot be written lists, and using the telephone. Ms. Nagy describes one client up the following week. who wished to resume a former hobby of frequenting In conclusion, Ms. Nagy leaves us with some words of casinos, but she had impairments in math skills—because wisdom: "It's a really great profession. You get to do somethis was important to and functional for the client, some of thing productive and interesting that provides opportunity. the therapy sessions focused on counting and money. This Did I mention it provides flexibility? Variety: you can find out type of functional therapy exists for the non-geriatric over time what you really like doing and can do more of that. population, too. A colleague of Ms. Nagy's is an SLP for ReIt's stimulating, and there are requirements for continuing hab Without Walls, and once accompanied a patient registereducation, which is really a good thing. I think you guys are ing for school—due to confidentiality, it became an intereston a good pathway. It's such an important thing that your ing situation when the SLP could not reveal her relationship work can enrich you in some way, that it doesn't have to just to the student. be something you do."
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